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Ion acoustic waves can be excited by electrons drifting relative to the ions in a plasma. This relative
drift can be produced, in a collisional plasma, by a static electric field. In the analysis of this
instability, which occurs for frequencies well below the ion plasma frequency, the electron inertia
term in the momentum equation is typically neglected. A similar assumption has been employed in
the investigation of the dust ion acoustic instability in a collisional dusty plasma. In the study of the
collisional current driven dust acoustic instability, both the electron and ion inertial terms were
neglected. It is shown here that the inclusion of the appropriate inertia terms can result in significant
differences in the growth rates for these instabilities. The cases studied, including the inertia terms,
led to a decrease in the critical electric fields necessary to excite the current driven dust acoustic,
dust ion acoustic, and ion acoustic instabilities. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1889445g

In this Brief Communication the effects of electron iner-
tia on the current-driven dust ion acoustic and ion acoustic
instabilities and the effects of electron and ion inertia on the
current-driven dust acoustic instability are examined. Colli-
sional ion acoustic instabilities occur in weakly ionized plas-
mas which contain an equilibrium electric field which pro-
duces a relative drift of electrons and ions.

This problem was first considered by Self,1 Sundaram
and Kaw,2 and Kaw.3 In these works, the electron inertia
terms in the electron fluid equation were neglected based on
the argument that since the waves are of low frequency, a
modified Boltzmann relation was appropriate for the elec-
trons. The same approximation was also applied to the prob-
lem of current-driven ion cyclotron waves in a collisional
plasma.4 Subsequently, a similar approach for the electron
dynamics in a collisional dusty plasma was adopted by
Merlino5 in analyzing the current-driven dust ion acoustic
instability. Annou,6 Ostrikow et al.,7 and Tribeche and
Zerguini,8 using the same approximation for the electrons,
extended the fluid analysis of Merlino5 to include the effects
of dust charge fluctuation. D’Angelo and Merlino9 also in-
vestigated the excitation of the current-driven dust acoustic
instability in a collisional plasma using a fluid model in
which both the electron and ion inertia terms were neglected
in the momentum equations for the electrons and ions.

It will now be shown that the inclusion of the electron
inertia terms in the momentum equations can lead, under
certain conditions, to significant differences in the growth
rate of current-driven dust ion acoustic waves. In particular,
we find that the inclusion of the electron inertia terms tends
to reduce the critical electric field for instability, as compared
to the case in which the electron inertia is neglected. For the
case of the current-driven dust acoustic instability, a similar
result is obtained when both the electron and ion inertia
terms are retained in the fluid equations. We provide numeri-
cal solutions to the dispersion relations to illustrate these
points.

We start by obtaining the general dispersion relation for
long wavelengthscompared to the relevant Debye lengthd
acoustic modessdust acoustic, DA, and dust ion acoustic,
DIA d in a collisional dusty plasma. This dispersion relation,
of course, also contains the current-driven ion acoustic, IA,
instability. The analysis follows directly that given in Ref. 9
with the difference that the ion and electron inertia terms are
now included in the momentum equations as well as finite
dust temperature.

We consider a three species plasma containing ions,
electrons and negatively charged dust particles of massmd

and charge numberZ. The equilibrium state is uniform and
time independent with a dc electric fieldE0 which produces
zero-order particle driftsui0, ue0, andud0 for the ions, elec-
trons, and dust, respectively. The species temperatures areTi,
Te, andTd. All three species obey the continuity, momentum
equations, and the condition of charge neutrality
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where j =si ,e,dd refers to ions, electrons and dust, respec-
tively. The ion, electron, and dust charges are given byqi

=e, qe=−e, and qd=−eZ. n jn is the collision frequency be-
tween speciesj and the neutrals. The quantityd j in Eq. s2d is
inserted to allow comparison with the cases in which the
inertia terms are neglected. For calculations in which the
inertia terms are included,di =de=1. To investigate the effect
of neglecting the electron inertia term, we setde=0. For the
dust acoustic case, in which both the electron and ion inertia
are neglected,di =de=0. For all casesdd=1 for the dust fluid.

The zero-order state is defined by the equations
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uj0 =
qj

mjn jn
E0, s4ad

ni0 = ne0 + Znd0. s4bd

With «=nd0/ni0 we obtain from Eq.s4bd

ne0 = s1 − «Zdni0, s5d

where the quantity«Z is the fraction of the negative charge
on dust grains, so that in the absence of dust«Z=0.

The dispersion relation is obtained by linearizing Eqs.
s1d–s3d, using the zero-order Eqs.s4d and s5d and assuming
that all first-order quantities vary aseisKx−vtd,

1

− K2kTi + miVisdiVi + inind

+
1 − «Z

− K2kTe + meVesdeVe + inend

+
«Z2

− K2kTd + mdVdsVd + indnd
= 0 s6d

whereK is the wave number,v the complex wave angular
frequency,V j =v−Kuj0 is the angular frequency in the frame
of reference of speciesj , j =si ,e,dd, andk is the Boltzmann
constant. The collision frequencies for ion and electron col-
lisions with the neutrals are

nin = Nsinci , s7ad

nen= Nsence, s7bd

wheresin andsen are the cross sections for ion-neutral and
electron-neutral collisions,N is the density of the neutral
atoms, andci =ÎkTi /mi and ce=ÎkTe/me are the ion and

electron thermal speeds. The dust-neutral collision frequency
is given by9

ndn =
4mnNa2cn

md
, s8d

wherecn=ÎkTn/mn is the thermal speed of the neutrals with
temperatureTn and massmn, a is the radius, andmd is the
mass of the dust particles.

Dust acoustic instability.The dispersion relation, Eq.s6d
was solved numerically for the complex angular wave fre-
quencyVd=Vd,r + ig, whereVd,r is the real frequency in the
dust frame andg is the growth rate, using the set of plasma
parameters appropriate to a laboratory discharge plasma
listed in columnsad of Table I. Figure 1 shows a plot of the
real frequencyVd,r and growth rateg of the dust acoustic
instability as a function of the zero-order electric field. The
solid curves are for the case in which the ion and electron
inertia terms are retainedsdi =de=1d while the dashed curves
show, for comparison, the corresponding real frequency and
growth rate when the ion and electron inertia terms are both
neglectedsdi =de=0d. The critical electric fieldsg<0d for
wave growth is about a factor of 3–4 lower for the case in
which the ion and electron inertia terms are retained as com-
pared to the case in which the inertia terms are neglected.
The same conclusion holds if only the ion inertia term is
retainedsdi =1d while the electron inertia term is omitted
sde=0d, indicating that the ion inertia has a much larger ef-
fect on the critical electric field than the electron inertia.

Dust ion acoustic instability.For the analysis of the dust
ion acoustic instabilityssee, e.g., Ref. 5d the last term in Eq.
s6d is eliminated since the dust is treated simply as an immo-
bile smd→`d background of negative charge, and setdi =1.
The resulting dispersion relation dispersion is given by

TABLE I. Values of appropriate plasma parameters used in the numerical solution to the dispersion relation for
the sad dust acoustic DA,sbd dust ion acoustic DIA, andscd ion acoustic IA, instabilities.

Parameter DA DIA IA

Ion massskgd mi 4.7310−26 6.7310−26 3.3310−26

Neutral atom massskgd mn 4.7310−26

Dust massskgd md 1.0310−12

Ion temperaturesKd Ti 300 1160 1160

Neutral atom temperaturesKd Tn 300

Dust temperaturesKd Td 300

Electron temperaturesKd Te 23 000 23 000 23 000

Dust radiussmmd a 5.0

Dust charge number Z 40 000

Dust to ion mass rationd0/ni0 « 1.25310−5

Fraction of negative charge on dust «Z 0.5 0.8

Ion-neutral cross sectionsm2d sin 5.0310−20 5.0310−19 5.0310−19

Electron-neutral cross sectionsm2d sen 1.0310−20 2.0310−20 1.0310−20

Neutral atom densitysm−3d N 3.031021 1.531021 1.031019

Wave numbersm−1d K 1000 63 100
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+
1 − «Z

− K2kTe + meVesdeVe + inend
= 0. s9d

The dispersion relation was solved numerically for the com-
plex angular frequencyVi =Vi,r + ig, whereVi,r is the real
part of the angular frequency in the ion frame andg is the
growth rate for the set of parameters listed in columnsbd of
Table I. Figure 2 shows a plot of the real frequencyVi,r sin
the ion framed and growth rateg as a function of the zero-
order electric fieldE0. For this case there is roughly a factor
of 3 reduction in the critical electric field and more than an
order of magnitude increase in the growth rate when the
electron inertia is included.

Ion acoustic instability.Given the results of including
the appropriate inertia terms in the analyses of the dust
acoustic and dust ion acoustic instabilities, it seems appro-
priate to reconsider the even more basic problem of current-
driven ion acousticwaves in dust-free plasma. The disper-
sion relation for collisional ion acoustic waves can be
obtained from Eq.s6d by setting«Z=0 anddi =1:

1

− K2kTi + miVisVi + inind

+
1

− K2kTe + meVesdeVe + inend
= 0. s10d

Numerical solutions of the dispersion relation for the com-
plex wave angular frequencyVi =Vi,r + ig, whereVi,r is the

real frequency in the ion frame andg is the growth rate, are
shown in Fig. 3 using the set of parameters listed in column
scd of Table I. Again, for comparison, the results for the case
in which the electron inertia is neglectedsde=0d, are also
shown. For the particular parameters chosen, which are typi-
cal for laboratory plasmas, the effect of the electron inertia is
to reduce the critical electric field by about an order of mag-
nitude and increase the growth rate by more than two orders
of magnitude. By varying the parametersK and N over a
large range of values, we found that the general thrust of the
results shown in Fig. 3 was borne out. The inclusion of elec-
tron inertia makes the collisional ion acoustic instability
easier to excite.

We note that it is possible to find combinations of
parameters in which the effect of including the inertia terms
produces less of a difference than that seen in the examples
provided here. For example with the following set of
parameters: mi =mn=3.3310−26 kg, md=4.2310−15 kg,
a=1.0 mm, Z=5000, «=10−4, Ti =Tn=1000 K, Td=300 K,
Te=20 000 K, N=1019 m−3, sin=5310−19 m2, sen=1
310−20 m2, and K=100 m−1, we found that the real frequen-
cies and critical electric fieldss>0.1 V/md for the dust
acoustic instability were about the same in both cases, al-
though the growth rate was more than an order of magnitude
higher for the case in which the electron and ion inertia terms
were retained.

Although the general, qualitative conclusions of Refs. 5
and 9 are not altered, the present results show that the inclu-
sion of the electron inertia terms in the electron momentum
equation for the dust ion acoustic instability and the ion and
electron inertia terms for the dust acoustic instability, can

FIG. 1. Real frequencysin the dust framed Vd,r and growth rateg for the
current driven dust acoustic instability as a function of the applied electric
field. di =de=1 is for the case in which the ion and electron inertia terms are
retained anddi =de=0 is for the case in which the inertia terms are ne-
glected. The values of the plasma parameters used to obtain this graph are
listed in column “DA” of Table I.

FIG. 2. The negative of the real frequencysin the ion framed Vi,r and growth
rateg of the current-driven dust ion acoustic instability as a function of the
applied electric field.de=1 is the case in which the electron inertia terms are
included andde=0 correspond to the case in which the electron inertia terms
are neglected. The values of the plasma parameters used to obtain this graph
are listed in column “DIA” of Table I.
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lead to significant differences in the growth rates and critical
electric fields. Apparently, this conclusion also holds for the
current-driven ion acoustic instability considered by Kaw
over 30 years ago.3

These results seem surprising since one might expect
that electron inertia effects would make little difference

when dealing with waves with frequencies well below the
ion plasma frequency for the case of the ion acoustic waves
and below the dust plasma frequency for the dust acoustic
waves. An additional justification offered for the neglect of
the inertia terms in Eq.s2d is that they are of higher order in
me sor mid compared to the collision term on the right-hand
side, since the collision frequencyfEq. s7dg is ,me

−1/2 and
thus the collision term is of orderme

1/2. The collisional ion
acoustic instability is driven by the relative drift of electrons
and ions. The waves are damped due to ion-neutral collisions
but electron-neutral collisions are destabilizing as first
pointed out by Kaw.3 A perturbation in the ion charge density
will be partially neutralized by electrons which are attracted
to regions of excess positive charge. Electrons colliding with
neutrals will be impeded from fully neutralizing the ion
space charge, thus the instability is enhanced by electron-
neutral collisions. The electron inertia may have a similar
effect in reducing their ability to neutralize regions of excess
positive charge. That electron inertia can play a role similar
to plasma resistivity has been pointed out previously.10
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FIG. 3. The negative of the real frequencysin the ion framed Vi,r and growth
rate g of the current-driven ion acoustic instability as a function of the
applied electric field.de=1 is the case in which the electron inertia terms are
included andde=0 correspond to the case in which the electron inertia terms
are neglected. The values of the plasma parameters used to obtain this graph
are listed in column “IA” of Table I.
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